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CHAIR HOKAMA:
.(gavel). . . The Policy Committee shall come to order. This is the regular
meeting of the Committee on July 25 th , Wednesday, 2012. Today, present are its Vice-Chair,
Mr. Carroll; Members Baisa
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --good morning—Cochran -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --morning—Mr. Couch -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --Mr. White -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Morning.
CHAIR HO1CAMA: --and Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Excused from today's meeting is Mr. Mateo and Mr. Victorino. Members, this
morning prior to taking up the order of business for the Committee, we shall take public
testimony. We do have a few requests that wishes to share their thoughts with the Committee
this morning prior to Committee action. For those that wish to give public testimony, please sign
up. When your name is called, please come forward to our podium. You'll be given three
minutes to share your thoughts with the Committee. If you are representing a group or
organization, the Committee requests you please share that with us. And other than that, we shall
now move to public testimony. Our first representative will be Mr. Douglas Halbert, and
following Mr. Halbert will be Mr. George Rixey.
• .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
MR. HALBERT: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council, and those in the audience; my name is
Douglas Halbert. I appear today representing the 300 plus Maui County citizens who are
members of Wilbert W.H. Tom Post 3850 of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States of
America and its Ladies Auxiliary. I appeared just over a year ago before this Council regarding
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this same matter. Since 1947, the members of our post have served as stewards of this property
subject to the grant and lease that is up for consideration today. The VFW cleared and
maintained this property since that time. Until a year and a half ago, the property had been under
the jurisdiction of the State Department of Land and Natural Resources. The right to be on the
property until now has been by permit from the Maui County Parks Department. You are being
asked to finalize a grant and lease with respect to the use of this property so that a long-term and
documented right to be on the land can be consummated with the County of Maui and the VFW.
The primary use of this property is for the members of the Veterans of Foreign Wars to gather
and extend the bonds that brought us together when we were called upon to serve our country in
foreign lands during a time of war. We administer the property as a resource for all members of
the community. Scouts, community groups, schools, church youth groups, are granted the
privilege of holding campouts and reef walks on the property. Yes, we do charge a nominal fee,
but that is because we have to purchase liability insurance with the County as an additional
insured, pay the water bill and sewer bill, pay the trash handling cost and the utilities for the
property. The County will incur no expense in the maintenance of this property so long as the
VFW continues to be granted the right to occupy the property. In addition to the community
uses, the VFW does rent the property for baby showers, wedding receptions, and family
reunions. The property is a unique venue for local family reunions and many return year after
year. With this knowledge, we respectfully ask your favorable vote in connection with the
agenda item before you. I thank you ladies and gentlemen. I will respond to any questions you
may have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Halbert. Any questions for the gentleman on his
testimony? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And first, can I ask you if Mr. Halbert can be a
resource when the time comes up for discussion? 'Cause I can reserve some of my questions till
then.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We can ask Mr. Halbert if he chooses to stay.
MR. HALBERT: I have a 10:30 appointment this morning, but I will be certainly waiting, do what I can
to help you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Let me ask couple of them now then. You know, we've had a
couple of concerns from the neighbors in the area. And one of them was just recently I guess
there was an event on the 21 st of July that went.. .the police had to be called at 11 o'clock at
night. Normally you.. .your events end at 10:00, is that correct?
MR. HALBERT: As far as amplified music, we require that the people who are using the property shut
it down at 9:00 p.m.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: 9:00 p.m., okay.
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MR. HALBERT: We realize that's an hour earlier than is required by the County at other facilities, but
that is an agreement we made with the neighbors -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: --that we would do our best to shut down the amplified music at 9:00 p.m. I must
admit there are times.. .then we.. .we have trouble convincing the people to follow the rules, but
we do try to make sure that 9:00 p.m. is the end of amplified music. The people can stay as late
as 11 or 12 o'clock while they're cleaning up from the event, but no amplified music after 9:00.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. If a condition were put in that no activities after 10:00 other
than cleanup, would that cause any issues with you?
MR. HALBERT: I...other...if as long as they have time for cleanup, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right, other than cleanup, yeah.
MR. HALBERT: Yeah . . . (inaudible) . . . I don't believe...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But the actual function should stop by 10:00.
MR. HALBERT: Gentlemen, do you have any input on that? Okay. I mean if there's a condition that
we need to ask people to part the property or to stop all activity and clean up starting at
10 o'clock, we could live with that.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And if you could.. .1 know you have a 10:30, if you can have
yourself or somebody kinda hang around 'cause we may have other questions when it comes up.
MR. HALBERT: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That's all I have, thank you.
MR. HALBERT: Any other questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for the gentleman? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Doug, for being here this morning. Just
for clarification, so when you rent out this building to other organizations, basically, it's to help
you pay for your insurance coverage?
MR. HALBERT: Our insurance and utilities and... utilities: electricity, trash, sewer, water. They run us
well over $1,500 a month.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Wow, okay, good. Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for the gentleman? Having none, Mr. Halbert, thank you very
much for your testimony.
MR. HALBERT: Thank you very much for allowing me to be before you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, sir. Next, we have Mr. George Rixey, and Mr. Rixey will be followed
by Randy Wagner.
MR. RIXEY: Aloha kakou, my name's George Rixey. I'm here to testify, first, that I'm in support of
the VFW and have a lot of respect for the VFW. Secondly, I'm here to testify as a neighbor and
for the neighborhood to assure our peace and quiet and quality of life in our neighborhood. It's a
old, old neighborhood. It's been around for a long time. My house was built in 1935. I've been
living there for about 15 years. My adjacent.. .two of my adjacent neighbors who are older than I
am, I'm 58, they grew up in the neighborhood. So we've been around for a long time. When I
first moved into the neighborhood, the VFW has all kinds of wonderful events just as were
described: for kids, for church, for community, and for the.. .their own use. I would say, at that
time, there was maybe three events out of the year that got out of hand: music going way late at
night, super loud and definitely obstruction to the peace. And then over the years, unfortunately,
that multiplied. And it got to the point where it was so bad I mean there was sometimes three
weekends in a row all weekend loud music late at night, have to call the cops, drunkenness,
sometimes fights, criminal activity, cars parked all over the neighborhood, people spilling out
into the neighborhood, arguing and fighting late at night. I mean it was a mess. And the
neighborhood was so upset that we all got together and they wanted to have a suit against the
VFW and the County. So instead, I went and I spoke with these gentlemen who are excellent
people. And they agreed to post a sign on their stand that said, all music must stop at 9 o'clock
and to be respectful of the community for their quiet. And it's had a huge effect, it's had a huge
effect; however, it hasn't had a complete total effect. We still have more so than 15 years ago.
As we still have events that get out of hand, and one big one was just last Saturday. The police
were called, and music was still going after 11 o'clock at night. When they got there, they told
'ern, the police, they told the police.. .the people that were there told the police, oh well, we're
just gonna play for another 30 minutes and then we'll shut down. Then the cops.. .the police
called us, my wife 'cause she's the one that called, and she said well they.. .there's a sign posted
on the board. So the police went back and pointed that out to them and then they did stop.
Although music at a quieter level was going on till after 1:30. So the point I'm trying to make is,
is that there's...there needs to be a monitoring and an accountability that that rule be enforced
that...which is not in place now. And I think that if we can come up with a way to do that, I
think it'll solve a lot of the problems. There's also a few other issues that pertain to other uses.
Sometimes there's motorcycle rallies and they actually have, like, competition courses in the
beach reserve with a p. a. system. And that just, you know again, that would go on all weekend,
and it's just is an inappropriate use of the beach reserve I believe. And sometimes, it's kinda
interesting, the way the acoustics are...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Rixey, you're gonna need to conclude...you'll need to conclude your
comments.
MR. RDCEY: Okay. So lastly I would just say the way the acoustics are in the facility, I think they
could be improved. But the way they are now, it's kinda set up where it almost creates a sound
baffling and the noise is actually can be as loud or louder, like, 300 feet away; and sometimes
you can even hear it a thousand feet away at Azeka Place. And it's just the way that it
reverberates through the community. So I do think there's a lot of things we can do to address to
make it work for everybody.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Rixey. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Mr. Rixey, for being here. You say
the noise reverberates because of the setup, what changed in the setup that you know of?
MR. RIKEY: Well nothing's really change per se, it's just that when there's loud music and it's not
monitored, it's...it...after a certain decibel, it just starts reverberating throughout the whole
place.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So it's more of a decibel issue.
MR. RDCEY: And there's a minor change, but it's a understandable change. They paved the, you know,
the area for their picnic tables. So now there's an additional hardened surface of the concrete,
but it's necessary that they have that 'cause it's too much maintenance not to have that around
the picnic tables. But it does add to the reflection of the sound.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So I know you're an architect. Do you know of ways that they
could...are there ways that can be built in to prevent that reverberation?
MR. RDCEY: Well it might be if they oriented the sound out to the ocean -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: To the ocean?
MR. RDCEY: --instead of towards the neighborhood -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. RDCEY: --that might help.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Alright, thank you.
MR. RIXEY: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any other questions for Mr. Rixey? Okay, Mr. Rixey, thank you very much
for your sharing your testimony this morning. The next person we have is Randy Wagner, and
Ms. Wagner is the last person. So if there's anyone else wishing to provide testimony, please
make yourself known, please sign up with our staff in the back end. We'll be happy to provide
you with an opportunity to speak. Please.
MS. WAGNER: Good morning and thank you for hearing me. My name is Randy Wagner, and I live
three houses away from the VFW hall and represent 20 neighbors whose homes are highly
impacted by the use of the VFW facility and who have felt strongly enough to sign a petition to
be heard on this matter. There are five documents that are submitted as written testimony that
you all can review later that are addressing serious, adverse impacts we experience as a result of
the current usage pattern of the hall and the adjacent beach reserve. I also have a list of
reasonable rules that have the potential to create a win-win relationship between the residential
neighbors and the veterans whom we respect very much. In reading the lease that is proposed for
your review here today, I would like to draw your attention to two items in the lease. The first is
on Page 12, letter B, Use of the Premises. It states, lessee shall use the premises solely for a
veterans center and community support activities. Does this defmition include commercial
sublet of the facility for functions that are not veterans-centered activities such as weddings,
parties and gatherings at which veterans are not present? This is a paramount issue for neighbors
as these increasingly frequent events are not monitored for excessive noise and proper behavior.
The second item is on Page 33, Item 9, Rules and Regulations. It states, lessor accepts and
reserves the right from time to time to adopt reasonable rules and regulations pertaining to
lessee's use of the premises. The time is now, and this is the appropriate place within the lease to
define the rules that will make the VFW a good and appreciated neighbor in our kamaaina
neighborhood. In most cases, a Conditional Use Permit would be required for activity such as
this to be allowed in a residential neighborhood. The rights of the homeowners and their tenants
to have a peaceful place to abide deserve to be upheld in this case by, you, the Committee
Members who hold the power to include reasonable rules and regulations in this lease. We
respectfully request that, one, all activities shall cease prior to 10:00 p.m.; two, sound
amplification is not allowed without a written permit from appropriate authorities; three, when
permitted, all amplified sound shall cease at 9:00 p.m.; four, there shall be a noise decibel limit,
and we suggest 50 decibels, at the perimeter of the property as per common residential standards;
four...five, only veterans groups and local community groups may use the property; six, no
sub-rental for private or commercial uses is to be allowed. And as a note, on Saturday night, the
police were summoned at 11:00 p.m. to silence the facility. This was ineffective, and the music
did not stop until after midnight. Loud partying continued into the night. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Ms. Wagner on her testimony? Okay. If
not, Ms. Wagner, thank you very much for your testimony this morning on this item, we
appreciate it.
MS. WAGNER: Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Is there anyone else wishing to provide testimony today on any item that
the Policy Committee has agendized? Please come forward. Having none coming forward,
Members, with no objections, we shall close testimony for today's meeting.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. I believe we also have received some written
testimony. So with no objections, we'll accept written testimony on today's agendized items.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

ITEM POL-2(27): NOMINATIONS TO BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND COMMISSIONS
(MAUI COUNTY COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES) (CC 11-31)

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I think we can go through this quickly before we take up the VFW issue.
Members, I turn you to Policy Item 2(27). This is regarding the nomination from
Mayor Arakawa nominating a Mr. Kevin Souza to be placed on the Maui County Commission on
Persons with Disabilities. Mr. Molina, good morning.
MR. MOLINA: Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Committee Members. Thank you very
much for this opportunity to speak on behalf of the Administration. We certainly would like your
support for Mr. Souza. Many of you know.. .knew his late brother, Tracy Souza, who was a
former Commission member. And Kevin, although not a member at the time, regularly attended
these meetings and had certainly expressed an interest in becoming a member. And if you'll note
on his application, he is a member of other organizations and is certainly very eager to serve. So
with, you know, all due respect, if you could please give your support to Mr. Souza, and he will
certainly be an individual who will make himself present for all of the meetings. And I'm here to
entertain any other questions you may have, Mr. Chairman or the Members. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Molina on the Mayor's nomination of
Mr. Kevin Souza to the Maui County Commission on Persons with Disabilities? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'd just like to speak in support of the nomination. The Souzas have
been involved for many, many years in this transportation issue. And I know that they both use
the service, and I think that they're very cognizant of what's going on. So I think Mr. Souza will
make an excellent member of this Commission. So I'm in support.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Any further before the Chair makes his recommendation?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Recommendation?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair is open to a motion to place the name of Mr. Kevin Souza on Exhibit B
of the attached proposed resolution for a...for placement on the Maui County Commission on
Persons with Disabilities for a term expiring March 31, 2014. Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion made by Mr. Carroll, seconded by Ms. Baisa. Members, is there
any discussion on the motion? Having none, all in favor of the motion, please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say, "no". Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two "excused",
Mr. Mateo and Mr. Victorino.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Hokama, Vice-Chair Carroll, and Councilmembers
Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Pontanilla, and White.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of revised resolution approving the nomination.
ITEM POL-2(39): NOMINATIONS TO BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND COMMISSIONS
(LANAI PLANNING COMMISSION) (CC 11-31)

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, if we can move on to Policy Item 2(39)? We have a nomination from
Mayor Arakawa dated July 5, 2012, nominating Priscilla Felipe to the Lanai Planning
Commission for a term expiring March 31, 2017. Mr. Molina?
MR. MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members. Again, the
Administration would like to ask you for your support of Ms. Felipe who has expressed an
interest in serving on the Planning Commission. And as you all well know, there are some very
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interesting and exciting issues going on there on Lanai. And as far as her attendance, we made it
an emphasis to her to attend. We would certainly not want somebody who is not able to attend
the meetings and then you have quorum issues and therefore no meetings. She had stated to us
that she would have no problems as far as with her employment causing any potential problem
for her not to attend. And she has made it clear to us that she will make decisions based on fact
and look at all information.. .pertinent information that come before her first before she makes
her decisions on whatever matters that come before her. So we, again, humbly would ask for
your support of Ms. Felipe, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Molina on the nomination? The
Chair would also state that he would be asking for your support in approving the nomination of
Ms. Felipe. Having none, the Chair is open to a motion to place the name of Priscilla Felipe on
Exhibit B for approval to appointment of a member to the Lanai Planning Commission for a term
expiring March 31, 2017. Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion made by Mr. Carroll, seconded by Ms. Baisa. Is there further
discussion on the motion? Having none, all in favor of the motion, please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say, "no". Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two "excused",
Mr. Mateo and Mr. Victorino.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Hokama, Vice-Chair Carroll, and Councilmembers
Balsa, Cochran, Couch, Pontanilla, and White.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of revised resolution approving the nomination.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Molina, thank you very much. We appreciate your assistance to the
Committee, this morning.
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MR. MOLINA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, for your support.

ITEM POL-53: GRANT OF A LEASE TO THE VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE
UNITED STATES WILBERT WAH RU TOM POST 3850 (KIM) (CC 12122)

CHAIR HOKAMA: I will ask Mr. Omellas to come down and maybe Mr. Buck. I don't who else is
working on this item for Parks. But Mr. Ornellas is from the State Department of Land and
Natural Resources, Members. So if you have questions regarding the lease proposal, this is a
property by Executive Order of the Governor to the County of Maui. And if you will note in the
agreement, it is lease by terms agreed to by, both, State DLNR and the County of Maui. So we'll
ask Mr. Omellas first, hearing some of the testimony, hearing the representative from the VFW
Post 3850, if you have anything you can share with the Committee at this time, Mr. Ornellas?
MR. ORNELLAS: Good morning. Daniel Omellas, State Department of Land and Natural Resources.
And just to reiterate the Board of Land and Natural Resources, the decision maker for our
department, approved the issuance of a lease to the Veterans of Foreign Wars, October 14, 2010.
And we did, already, consummate the Executive Orders for the additional areas in which the
VFW is gonna be utilizing. And we also did agree to the lease terms that were promulgated back
in May of 2012. So what's before us I believe are some additional conditions that is being
recommended to the County Council. The State's concerns is just that the use that the Executive
Order lays out for the property is consistent. So nothing has changed, therefore, the State doesn't
have any comment in regards to the additional conditions. And we would defer to the County
Council if you wanna establish additional conditions. That would mean the lease would be
amended, we'd go through another round or iteration of amendments. But again, it's consistent
so we wouldn't have any.. .we'd defer to the County for that decision.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Omellas. Mr. Buck, anything you wish to add at this time?
MR. BUCK: Not offhand. It's just that, you know, we've been working on this for a while. And I know
the gentlemen up in the gallery are being anxious to that. I know some of the concerns that the
community has regarding what's going on, and it's probably just a matter of just figuring out a
way to just maybe control some of those activities. 'Cause we have the same issues in the past
that our community centers right next to neighborhoods where the music goes on beyond
11 o'clock. So it's not a unique situation that's going on over at the VFW hall. It's a situation
that happens throughout the County. So I mean we could put the.. .my whole purpose is it was
to, you know, expedite this. And then there are some conditions that we were...became aware of
after the original lease went up. So if there's... if everybody wants to make some of the changes,
we can. The agreement between...as long as the gentlemen can abide by 'em, I don't have any
problems with it.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Teshima, you're from the Parks Department, you have anything you
wish to say for Parks Department?
MS. TESHIMA: Hi, good morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
MS. TESHIMA: We wanted to request for your approval on this resolution that we've been working
with this group for some years now. And I understand, related to the noise complaints, they do
have a caretaker on property; but they just need to work with him to monitor it better. And as far
as the amplified music shutting off at 9:00, they absolutely need to adhere to that. If they'd
adhere to that, then I'm pretty sure the community would be happier with those permitted
activities at the facility. But I think as I spoke to them just minutes ago, that if they would work
with their monitor there to correct that problem, we'd appreciate it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Why don't you hold on there; we will see who the Committee wants to talk
to first. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. My question is for Mr. Ornellas. Does the Executive
Order from the State restrict, in any way, commercial activities on the property?
MR. ORNELLAS: No, the Executive Order just delegates responsibility to the County to administer at
will.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
MR. ORNELLAS: So, yeah, no restrictions.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I'm guessing that we're gonna need all
three of those guys up there. So instead of playing musical chairs, just drag another chair over
there. Mr. Chair, I wanna thank you for bringing this up. You know, when I was sitting in
Mr. Buck's position six, seven, eight years ago, we started this process. And because of an issue
where the line were drawn that they...the vets, they wanted a little more area so we had to get a
new E.O. and it went along. I'm glad to see that it's finally coming up. I am a little disturbed to
see that there are issues with the neighbors, the noises and whatnot. So I wanna ask Mr. Buck,
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Mr. Buck, you got a list of complaints from my office from letters and with a request to see if we
can put something in the lease, did you pursue that at all?
MR. BUCK: I get the list of... from your office and then I had a meeting with couple of the
homeowners. But about the time I was able to, you know, the lease had gone up already.
And because we're trying to expedite it, I did not want it.. .have to call the lease back down and
rewrite it and send it back up. Because I figure this would be a topic discussion even with the
terms of the lease, the hundred dollars a year and the fifteen years that there might be some
changes in regards to that. So I figured, choose to keep it going that these items would be
probably brought up the same time if... as we talk to the terms of the lease. It was just a matter
of just trying to expedite it. And the... some of the concerns were from the neighbors was they
did not want to see amplified music at all. You know, I mean we do allow it in other facilities
and stuff. I think it's just a matter of keeping the noise down and maybe repositioning the
amplified music. But what they.. .the events was no amplified sound, all events shall stop at
9:00 p.m. I think they're trying to work on that now. And then there was a decibel level of 55,
not more than 25 feet. My concern about that is, that's pretty hard to monitor unless somebody's
got a right there on the property. You know, I don't think that's happening. But I think if
it's... if you can see the.. .hear the music down at Azeka's, then that's more than the acceptable
level. So I mean that's something we can work on. The other request was to have a responsible
representative on site, and I think they've already talked to Roxanne about that, that they'll have
it and will work a little bit closer. The other concern was they wanted to have them...a
participant.. .participating member of Ulunui [sic] Beach Reserve Association to provide
stewardships, and I think that was brought up in the earlier testifier; and, you know, it's.. .the
agreement... stewardship agreement of the State Reserve in partnership with the DLNR. They
would like to see no parking on the State Reserve, beach itself, and then public access shall be
established and maintained. And in talking to Mr. Omellas a little bit earlier, there is the access,
but it's a closed gate, but it's unlocked. So if.. .unless you know that the gate's unlocked, some
people might think there's no access to the park. I think they kinda do that just to prevent the
cars when there's no functions to go out there. So maybe at some point in time, we can look at
somehow working on that maybe they put up bollards or something so people know that they can
walk to the beach like some of our beach right of ways. You cannot drive onto the beach, but
there's a way you can walk to the beach on some of the beach right of ways on that road and then
Halama Street farther down.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Buck. I guess this question would go to
Mr. Ueoka. If we were to put a lot of conditions like that into the lease itself, would it have to go
back through the whole process again or can we make those conditions and the lease be signed
and move along?
MR. UEOKA: We'd have to go back to the State DLNR for their review again.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So if we...according to the section that says that we can do
rules, Section 9.. .or yeah, Section 9, it says, Rules and Regulations. If we put those.. .a list of
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rules in there, what process do we.. .would we have to go through? Could we make those rules
here or ask the Park to include a set of rules... Parks Department?
MR. UEOKA: Yeah, I think it would be cleaner if the Parks Department were to create some rules and
regulations for the lessees.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. UEOKA: You guys could just work with the Parks Department.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. But once...if we pass this out today saying that, hey, you gotta
come up with rules and regulations within 30 days, they can at least...they have the lease, it's
ready to go...
MR. UEOKA: Correct, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair, for now. I would like to speak to
Mr. Halbert if and when we bring him up.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair. And I certainly am very much in support of the
VFW. And I've had the opportunity to attend many of the functions that are held here. And I
think it's, you know, a nice thing and it's been going on for many, many, many years. But, you
know, the community is getting.. .has changed. And things are close, and so I guess we have to
be more cognizant of how we conduct ourselves around our neighbors. Because, you know, the
neighborhood really complains when they're impacted. You know, as a veteran of the discussion
on both bed and breakfast and TVRs, that was the big, big complaint with that kind of activity
was, you know, we don't want an impact on our neighborhood. So I don't think we can treat
anything any differently. And, you know, I've had the opportunity, several times, to rent the
community centers for an activity. And I was under the impression, and maybe I'm wrong, but
we needed to try and, you know, stop our activity by 9:00 so that we could clean up and get out
of there by 10 o'clock because usually a Parks employee will come to double check and make
sure that everything's locked up tight and, you know, everything's in order. So, you know, if we
keep referring to other community facilities and other County facilities, then maybe we need to
be a little consistent. And if that's what we say in the community centers, that you have to be
done by 9:00 and out by 10:00 and cleaned up, then maybe we have to do that here, too. 'Cause,
you know, I'm really concerned about them having a place to do what they need to do, it's really
important; and yet, you know, the impact on the neighborhood has to be looked at. You know,
I've been in a neighborhood that can get really loud. And we've had very...incidents where
people move into the neighborhood and they have loud music and they have amplification in the
yard and they practice their hula or whatever, their drumming and stuff. And when that goes on
late into the night, it's really disturbing; and we've had to call the police several times. But I
have to say that every time they've come, that's been the end of it. You know, within 15,
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20 minutes, there's nothing more. So this sounds a little unusual to me that the police would visit
and then this would keep going on. I do think it's really important that there be a representative
of the veterans folks on site when there is an activity. 'Cause it sounds to me like it's not the
VFW that is causing the problem, it's the lessees, the sublessees that come in. You know, the
VFW guys are probably like me, we're older and we don't wanna stay up all night anymore, we
wanna, we want a little quiet after 10 o'clock. We wanna watch the 10 o'clock news and go to
bed. But, you know, if you have lessees, then you either have to be there to watch them and
monitor them or you have to have strict rules or follow up. Because we warm find a win-win
here, and that win-win is people can do this; but they have to do it with consideration for the
neighbors. So I don't see that we need to treat this any differently if we're gonna compare it to
County facilities, then that's been what I've dealt with. And I don't know how anybody still has
music at 11:00 'cause I've never been that lucky. I've been told, you pack up and get out of here
by 10:00. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Yeah, one of the questions I was gonna ask
Mr. Buck is that do we have any employee or have an employee monitor the community centers
at night...nighttime activities? 'Cause I utilize some of the community centers and, you know,
we do our own policing and we never see a Parks personnel. So I question you in regards to, you
know, do you do it regularly or...and the other question I wanna ask you is that well what's the
process in regards to, oh, the duties of the park rangers if they work at night?
MR. BUCK: I can.. .I'm not able to answer.. .1 really don't know what's the current duties of the park
rangers 'cause I haven't been really involved with them lately. Because at times not...there's not
an employee there all the time; but in some districts, just for security purposes, locking the gates
and stuff, they would have employees over there just to be sure it's shut down. Especially if it's
a problem community center like Wailuku usually has somebody go over and I think
Eddie Tam's another one that usually has somebody come over. But I'll have to refer to Roxanne
or Lisa or whoever can explain that a little bit farther. But in the past, nobody's really stayed
there, you know, the whole time. We've had talked about that, that it would be like a separate fee
to have somebody there then we would not issue keys at all to the facility. So I mean that's been
a topic discussion before. But not...that's just an answer, not been put in place. So if Roxanne
or Lisa wanna clarify that question, I'll refer to them.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No, that's okay. But I like the idea about, you know, collecting
a fee if you want somebody out there, you know, a County personnel, just to monitor. The other
question that I had is in regards to whatever conditions or rules that you guys make, you know,
hopefully that it's acceptable by the community as well as the VFW guys. Because, you know, I
really do support the VFW, let me tell you. And if it becomes too difficult, how can we mitigate
some of these problems without, you know, going into I guess.. .well hampering, you know,
some of the things that they do out there, the VFW?
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MR. BUCK: I think a long time ago we didn't have to have rules. It was usually just a gentlemen
agreement and everybody's just courteous and they're gonna go and if you said, 9 o'clock was
the gentlemen's agreement . . . (inaudible) . . . But I think we're in a... nowadays, for some
reason, it looks like we need to have rules. And if it's an administrative rule by the Department,
it's basically established in Rules, public hearing with sanctions on it; and then we would have to
find a way to, you know, have somebody enforce it at the time.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Ms. Teshima, how closely do the current rules for
conducting parties at community centers match the list of requested items that were... we were
provided by the testifiers?
MS. TESHIMA: Currently, for our community centers, all amplified music needs to stop at 10 o'clock,
and that's per the State law, noise law. And they need to clean up and get out of the facility by
11 o'clock. And we do have monitors going around. And if the neighborhoods complain, we do
send out our enforcement officers to make sure that they're complying as we have previously.
As far as the VFW, they've tried to.. .they realize that the community is upset with the noise, so
instead of 10 o'clock, they moved it to 9 o'clock as far as the amplified music. Just that I guess
the rules are in place, it's just that they need better monitoring of the rules so it doesn't disturb
the neighborhood. And now that it's brought up, they are willing to work with their caretaker to
make sure that it is addressed properly. And you can call Mr. Halbert to... for more questions
about that.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Another question I had was one of the testifiers mentioned
wanting a decibel limit of 50 decibels at the property line, and the comment was as per common
residential standards, are you aware of any residential standards in Maui County? I think we
have them for Liquor Department.
MS. TESHINIA: I believe there's a State law addressing the decibels and the sound levels. And as far
as the County of...the Parks Department, we don't have any monitoring machines for sound
levels. But I do believe the Liquor Department, they do work with those bars to conform to
those...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right. Yeah, the Liquor Department definitely has that.
MS. TESHIMA: Uh-huh, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I guess the.. .one of the questions would be whether liquor is served at
this. at the VFW by some of the people who rent the facility. Is that...we'll ask that of
somebody else, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mister...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. I just wanted to follow up on something that Ms. Teshima
said, and.. .but let them go ahead and I can get back to it, sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Miss...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, thank you, Chair. Mr. Ornellas, hi, good morning, nice to see
you. So I'm looking at this map, and there is some concerns in regards to motorcycle events that
encroach on the beach reserve I guess. I'm looking on Page 30 of 44 and it does give the layout.
And it's almost like.. .are you familiar with what I'm looking at right now, Exhibit B?
MR. ORNELLAS: Yes, I have the map in front of me, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, great. And it looks like about three-quarters of this property
is actually in Government Beach Reserve. And I've been there, and it is very sandy, the front
part of the hall area.
MR. ORNELLAS: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So what are restrictions on that and, you know, on this...what...can
you comment on that?
MR. ORNELLAS: Yeah. We don't have any rules. Well if it wasn't under lease, it would be entitled,
unencumbered lands. Unencumbered lands have certain restrictions as far as how lands are used.
That's Title 20 of Hawaii Administrative Rules I believe. Now that it's under Executive Order, it
would be under whatever County rules and regulations that you deem appropriate to apply to this
area. So because it's in the... well now it...you could say now it's not in the beach reserve, it's
under Executive Order. And, again, unencumbered lands would be the areas around it which
have the name "beach reserve". I don't know if that's clear.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Okay, Mr. Ornellas, but...so "beach reserve", there's a
reason why it's a reserve. I mean I'm looking at "reserve" as a protected place -MR. ORNELLAS: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --a conserved area. So just because we changed the title and now
it's been encumbered, you can do whatever you want to this "reserve". So that's where I'm
trying to figure out, what...just because we changed the title on it and-MR. ORNELLAS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --you know, all this.
MR. ORNELLAS: I've been asked the question before, what does "beach reserve" mean?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
MR. ORNELLAS: And there is no meaning. When Kihei was evolving back in the '50s and '60s, they
realized the need to allow for beach processes to occur, meaning, the formation of sand dunes
and the evolution of the shoreline. So a lot of the developments like in this area was set back
purposely to allow for the beach reserve and area for the beach to evolve. So that the quote,
unquote, the term "reserve" doesn't cormotate [sic] any restrictions per se except for allowing for
that beach process. That's how it evolved.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, thank you. And I guess you're saying now it's in the
County's, I guess, kuleana to set the restrictions or prohibitions in this area. And I've been to
those motorcycle parties and they're a blast, but I was just...they tear up the place. I mean
motorcycles will do that, right?
MR. ORNELLAS: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So I was just wondering if there's some type of, you know, that
particular type of activity in such a reserve, you know, would be -MR. ORNELLAS: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --frowned upon or, you know, or. . . (inaudible) . . .
MR. ORNELLAS: We've been trying to promote or advocate for what has been referred to as a South
Maui Heritage Corridor which allows for... or lateral access along the shorelines from
Keawakapu all the way down to Kealia. So this area, Uluniu, was one of our model project areas
I guess you could say. 'Cause, historically, a lot of the residents along that area had encroached
into the beach reserve with fences and vegetation and walls and pools and barbecue stations. So
for the last two or three years...or actually four or five years, we've been working with the
homeowners to try to pull back their encroachments, and that led us to work with the VFW who
also had encroachments. But because the use was of a community nature, that it was to benefit
all of the people that come to this area. We found that it was appropriate to allow the use to
continue. It wasn't a quote, unquote private use just for that facility, it was really for the general
community; and it's been going on for decades. So again, we found it to be appropriate and
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consistent with the overall character of the area. It's at the end of the neighborhood, it's adjacent
to Waipuilani recreational area which the County owns and manages along with the resorts in
that area. But I agree that there is some monitoring that needs to occur, but I wouldn't object to
the active use of that beach reserve area for appropriate uses. So I'm not familiar with
motorcycle rally, I don't know what that's all about. But, yeah, if you're saying it's true, they're
tearing that place up, then maybe that's not an appropriate use, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And to... sorry, Chair, one more? And to your knowledge, is this a
turtle-nesting area, the beachfront there?
MR. ORNELLAS: Yeah. Actually, it's one of the higher rates of turtle nesting we have along the South
Maui coast. Every year, that dune is...maybe four or five turtles will.. .along that stretch from
Saint Theresa's Church all the way down to Waipuilani, it's an active area.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And you don't see this hall and the uses, you know,
conflicting with these nestings and...
MR. ORNELLAS: Yeah, the turtles will probably come up to the sand dune which is ten to twenty feet
from the high-water mark, and then they'll just nest right in that sand dune. So where the VFW
has their activities, that stretch of beach reserve is about three to four hundred linear feet from
the roadway. So they're significantly away from any turtle nesting so there would be no impact.
And they're not near the dune system either, there's a nice big chunk of buffer area between their
facility and the shoreline.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Omellas. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, just one more quick question. It's been mentioned several times
about a caretaker. Does the caretaker live on site?
MR. HALBERT (from the audience): Yes, he does.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll bring Mr. . . . (inaudible) . . . down to come and answer questions.
Mr. Halbert, why don't you come down and respond to some questions if you don't mind,
please? Okay.
MR. HALBERT: In answer to the question, yes, the caretaker does live on the site. He's actually a
homeless person that we allow to reside on the site, he's not compensated. And he is there
24 hours a day, seven days a week unless he's off to the grocery store or something like that.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And so part of his.. .this agreement that you have with him, I'm
assuming it's a gentlemen's agreement, you're expecting him to be there and Enda watch while
this place is being used?
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MR. HALBERT: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think it's really important because, you know, if you have someone
there who's responsible, then it's their kuleana to call the police or go up to the people and say,
hey, turn that off. But, you know, if nobody's there, then it means one of you will have to be
there.
MR. HALBERT: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Because we have to be careful that, you know, we don't disrupt the
neighborhood, and I know you understand. None of us would warma be the neighbors next to
something that goes on into the night. Okay, Chair, that was my question. I wanted to know if
someone was there.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch, you had a question for Mr. Halbert?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Quite a few. Mr. Halbert, so you have the manager on site, that's fine.
Would you guys consider taking a deposit in advance for...I mean a large deposit in advance for
complaints? And then if the people don't....you say you have a hard time enforcing right now
even with somebody there, so possibly a deposit...a large deposit in advance. And if they get a
complaint from the police, then you get to keep the deposit. Would you be open to
that...something like that?
MR. HALBERT: We do take a deposit. We take a $100 deposit.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I'm talking large deposit.
MR. HALBERT: Yeah, large deposit would effectively exclude the community from being able to use
the property. It is...a large deposit would make many of the families who use the property just
not be able to have access to it.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. You heard some comments about the noise and whatnot. And I
know the layout is very...kinda set, but is there a possibility to at least 90 degrees turn the stage
so it goes up the coast as opposed to...I know it's really hard to turn the stage area
...(inaudible)...

MR. HALBERT: It would not be physically possible to change that stage. And I think we have to also
consider the fact that the prevailing breezes in Kihei are blowing into the neighborhood.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Uh-huh.
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MR. HALBERT: So I don't care whether you turn the stage makai, the winds are gonna blow those
noises into the neighborhood. We wanna do everything we can to prevent noise, but the fact is
Mother Nature is the responsible person for how the noise gets distributed in the neighborhood.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. As far as.. .I don't know if you've seen the requested
restrictions. I would like to just...so we get it on record, to go down... some of the ones that I
would consider anyway, and see if you guys are okay with some of that.
MR. HALBERT: Mr. Couch, I would like to express my disappointment over the fact that we have been
called here to testify today, and we have never been given the privilege of seeing this document.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Understood, and I... we just got it the other day.
MR. HALBERT: I didn't get it at all.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. That's why I wanted to ask you the questions. That all activities
shall cease prior to 10:00 p.m., that's pretty much consistent.. .actually, it's an hour earlier than
apparently our community centers that are in. . . (inaudible) . . .
MR. HALBERT: Yeah, I would like to have the VFW treated the same way as community centers.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. I can understand that as well.
MR. HALBERT: We've already made an exception to the community center rule of 10 o'clock
amplified music to 9:00.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: But as far as all activities being limited to 10:00 p.m., if it's okay for the community
centers, it ought to be okay for us, too.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Just to show.. .to point out a difference and not that it makes a
difference here right now, but all the community centers are enclosed in buildings as opposed
to.. .and most of 'ern are far away.. .far enough away from a residential.. .so that's couple of the
differences.
MR. HALBERT: I understand, uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: The other issue would be the only other one that I would wanna
consider is the amplified music, and you already do that at 9:00 p.m. And I guess it's this part of
the enforcement, a bigger, if you could, deposit or a deposit that you keep and then kind of put
these guys on a list to say, hey, look, you caused problems before so we're gonna have to...
MR. HALBERT: Actually, I have such a list.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, okay, good. And then also a list...
MR. HALBERT: There are people that I have declined to re-rent to -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: --because they did not follow the rules when we asked them to.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Do you give them... okay. When you give them an agreement or you
accept their deposit, do you give them a list of rules?
MR. HALBERT: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And do they sign 'em?
MR. HALBERT: Every time the...somebody asks to use the property -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: --they are given a five-page set of rules and regulations -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: --with respect to the use of the property and what their responsibilities are.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Alright. And again, as you understand that we have the neighbors that
are rightfully concerned, and so.. .and you had mentioned that it's really hard to enforce. So I'm
trying to figure out ways to help 'cause you guys already have the rules there so no need...I
mean unless you -MR. HALBERT: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --can't enforce them, there's no need for us to tack some rules on. I'm
just trying to help you come up with something so you can assure us that we can keep the peace
in the neighborhood. And giving a list of rules, you already do. Deposit at advance for... in
advance is okay, but if somebody's only given a hundred bucks...I suppose if they plan on
having amplified music, you can bump that up a bit and say, look, if your music goes past 9:00,
you've forfeited the deposit, period. I know you have to be...
MR. HALBERT: That's in the rules now.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: If...okay.
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MR. HALBERT: Yeah, if they break the rules, they forfeit their deposit.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Wow. And they still break the rules?
MR. HALBERT: And they still break the rules.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: And they forfeit their deposits.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, they are forfeiting their deposits?
MR. HALBERT: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. One other thing on the side, should we get this whole lease and
we get everything straightened out, is...it's...I remember when we started this whole thing, you
thought that once you get a long-term lease, you're gonna be able to upgrade the facility so it's a
little bit nicer and because of the month-to-month, you couldn't afford to do that or whatnot. Are
you planning on upgrading the facilities at all?
MR. HALBERT: We have no plans on the drawing board at the present time. The economics of the
situation are such that we are doing our best to hold our heads above water.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And the other thing that.. .thought that there might be some.. .an
area set aside way off to the side that you might be allowing, for instance, Boy Scouts or other
private little youth groups to camp overnight. Is that still on the...
MR. HALBERT: Well with the expansion of the property boundaries, the scouts can now camp on the
makai side of the hao trees. Prior to the expansion of the property, we couldn't allow scouts to
camp out there.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right, and that's way out, away from any resident it looks like.
MR. HALBERT: That's right, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And I don't know that the residents have complained about noise from
them so...
MR. HALBERT: The scouts are usually a pretty quiet group.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. Okay. I think that's all the questions I had for you. I don't
know if anybody else does. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Balsa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just one last question.
MR. HALBERT: Yes, ma'am?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Halbert, thank you very much for being here. It's been really
helpful to have you here. And I'm sorry that you didn't have this information earlier, it would've
helped, but we're trying to make do the best we can. Can you give me an idea, just an idea—and
I know you might not be prepared to answer 'cause nobody knew this was gonna all happen—
but how much does it take for you guys to maintain this place, more or less, in insurance and
repairs and, you know, the things you have to pay for?
MR. HALBERT: Our annual budget is about $22,000 a year.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So you need to raise at least $22,000 a year?
MR. HALBERT: We need to raise at least $22,000 a year.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But, you know, I think it's really important when we talk about allowing
you to lease it and where you get the money to run it and whatever. 'Cause if you can't raise
that, then you can't operate it.
MR. HALBERT: We'll be effectively out of business.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Further questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you again, Doug. I'm glad to hear that, you
know, you have a list as far as, you know, repeat offenders of your rules -MR. HALBERT: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --you know, that is great. Your resident manager, though, is he
capable of doing enforcement?
MR. HALBERT: It's difficult for him. He's a local boy. Some people don't wanna listen to him. It is
difficult.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: It is difficult?
MR. HALBERT: Our big problem is that we just do not have it within our resources to hire a
professional security guard to monitor the property. We just can't afford it.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: But it is difficult for him. He does his very best. And sometimes, he has to call the
police to get some help.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I see. And whenever he does that or whenever you have that
complaint, then that particular group no longer can utilize the facility?
MR. HALBERT: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good.
MR. HALBERT: A group that breaks the rules is told that it's been nice knowing you.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. HALBERT: Not really, but...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know, I'm gonna ask the Parks Department one
more question regarding the park rangers so thank you, Doug.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any questions for Mr. Halbert? No, the audience is not allowed to question. Okay,
Mr. Halbert, thank you very much
MR. HALBERT: Thank you very much for allowing me to expand on the issues.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Okay. Mr. Pontanilla, Parks Department?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. Your working times for the park rangers, South Maui, do
you have anybody working at night?
MS. TESHIMA: We have two park rangers working at night. And we have altogether, five, right: three
work in the morning and two work at night, but that's for the whole island. So they.. .they're not
responsible for closing, monitoring all our facilities, the districts are. But as complaints come
up, we do ask them monitor wherever the complaints are, and they've been doing that -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
MS. TESHIMA: --because different neighborhoods, you know, complain and so we address those.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So these two rangers are located where?
MS. TESHIMA: Throughout the island. And we do have.. .their primary focus is CORA activities
'cause we do have CORA activities even at night. And they do also check that the users are
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complying to the park rules. But there are only two individuals and they work seven days a
week so at times there are... one ranger at... for the whole island. So as they're needed, they're,
you know, problems are addressed.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I'm just looking for a way to support the, you know, the
veterans here. In regards to doing some kind.., we doing some kind enforcement utilizing the
park rangers at times, you know, in South Maui when they do have their activities. I know they
can't be all over the place, but whenever they are in Central or South Maui, then the ability to
have them, you know, do some enforcement should, you know, they are required to do that. You
know, just listening to the veterans, you know, they're having a difficult time in trying to have
somebody come out and enforce. We heard that the resident manager, local guy, the only time
that he warma do enforcement is calling the Police Department. But from time to time, I really
would like to have a park ranger, you know, monitor especially the weekends. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: To follow up on that question, would it be something that the VFW
guys could do? Is say, hey look, we're renting it out for this day, whatever day it is, can you
have the park rangers come by? Is that a possibility?
MS. TESHIMA: I don't.. .well as far as.. .we have our own facilities that we have problems with -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Uh-huh.
MS. TESHIMA: --and communities, also, that we need to monitor. And if they do have a problem, our
backup is the Police Department. And I think they need to call the, as they are right now, calling
the Police Department for assistance like other private entities would when they manage, you
know, their own areas.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MS. TESHIMA: I think, you know, for us, we're limited in our staff -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
MS. TESHIMA: --hours, too, so...unless we have more enforcement officers.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any further questions for Mr. Omellas from DLNR; Mr. Buck, Mayor's
Office; or Ms. Teshima, Parks Department? Okay. Members, you have a proposal by you sent
from the Department for your consideration from Parks Department. It is a proposal.. .you've
heard testimony regarding concerns from the community. You've heard comments from the
VFW representatives. It is your Chair's understanding that if we choose to make formal
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adjustments or revisions, that this agreement will go also back to DLNR Board for its Board to
make a additional review and an additional decision on the adjustment that is being proposed by
this Committee or we could pass this out with our...and list our concerns in the Committee
Report and allow the Department to work with the community and the VFW to address those
specific concerns of noise. And if be, then I would say Mr. White's Committee would have
jurisdiction over consideration of proposing or adjusting rules under the Hawaii Administrative
Procedures Act. So that is how the Chair sees it. Any comments or concerns by the Members?
Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I was gonna ask that you recommend that,
that we pass it out now with the stipulation that we get a rules.. .a set of rules that is agreed upon
by the neighbors and the VFW through the proper procedure under 91...I think it's HRS 91,
right, the Administrative Rules procedure? So thank you for that suggestion.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ueoka, comments?
MR. UEOKA: I'm not sure if these rules given from the Parks Department to a lessee would be
required under.. .to go through Chapter 91, HRS. It wouldn't be Administrative Rules and
Regulations -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, even better.
MR. UEOKA: --it would just be rules given to a lessee.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Even better.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Aren't they our agent by this agreement? Don't they represent the State and
County since it's State land?
MR. UEOKA: I don't think they're a agent of the County at that point, they're a lessee of the County so
little different relationship there. So they won't necessarily be our representatives. They do
utilize our property, but they are not our representatives.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Okay. Well at least you made it clear on the record, Mr. Ueoka. So you
understand what he said about the rules, Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Uh-huh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I'm sure that you will probably already be
instructing this to have to do so, but I'd just like to ensure that the members of the VFW get a
copy of the requested changes so at least they know what they're dealing with.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh, yeah. Well Staff will make sure -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Prior to.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --that they do receive a copy of the current.. .most current proposed draft.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So the Chair is willing to ask you to push this out; and in the meantime, ask the
Department to work with VFW and the community. And if there's things that come up prior to
decision at the Council meeting, then we'll make our appropriate adjustments whether to give a
final approval or to recommit to Committee at that point in time. That's your Chair's proposal.
Any concerns? If not, Mister.. .the Chair's open to a motion to recommend to Council a
approval for a proposed resolution entitled, Authorizing a Grant of a Lease to the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United States Wilbert Wah Hu Tom Post 3850 that the Committee Report
shall state the concerns as brought forth in today's meeting. Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Second, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion by Mr. Carroll, seconded by Mr. Couch. Let's see, do we need to
file this?
MS. HAMMAN: Yes, Mr. Chair. I was just gonna ask if that...the motion included the filing of the
communication.
CHAIR HOKAMA: This is the one just came in? ...(Inaudible)... correction, Members. The motion
with no objections will also include filing of Policy Item 53, and we have just received yesterday,
a revised proposed resolution. So the motion will be to recommend adoption of the proposed
revised resolution. Any objections, Members?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: DAM, MPV).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Is that in our binder? 'Cause all. ..I have one that's dated May 21
the last one.

st

is

CHAIR HOKAMA: You should have one dated July 24 th , Mr. Couch, do you have that?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: She came by all our offices this morning.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, got you. Is that.. .thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, I'm sorry for that.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Stuck to the other one.
CHAIR HOKAMA: It was just received. Okay. If there's no further discussion, all in favor of the
motion... Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes. The question I had was the $100 charge.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I realize that we charge the people who...the usual non-profit
organizations $100, but that's usually the people who we give money to, we don't give money to
these guys. I would like to move to amend that $100 to $1 per year.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Wait now, Mr. Couch. You proposing a motion to amend the annual rent, is
that correct?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Correct, from 100 to 1.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I'll accept that motion, but before I accept that motion, let me ask
Mr. Ueoka, is there any issues? Do we need anything from Finance Department?
MR. UEOKA: No. The $100 was based on the recommendation from the Grants Review Committee. I
believe Mister.. .well we would have to work something out with the Department of Land and
Natural Resources. The lease we submitted to them contemplated hundred dollars a year and a
15-year term. So I'm not sure what would happen.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Would that... so you're not sure if that would hold up the lease or not?
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MR. UEOKA: Correct. We'd have to check with the State and get a letter from the State either saying,
go ahead and make the change; or they might tell us, no, you need to get approved from the
DLNR again.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So you want me to accept your motion to amend?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, Members, as the Chair stated, we have time before a decision made
by Council, nine Members of the Council. We can forward those concerns to Mr. Omellas'
department. He can check with Mr. Aila, Land Board Chairman, or the Maui Board
representatives and maybe get back to us before Council makes a decision. Okay. Members,
you have a motion before you, any further discussion? If not, all in favor of the motion, please
say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Opposed, say "no". Motion passes with seven "ayes"; two excused, Mr. Mateo
and Mr. Victorino.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Hokama, Vice-Chair Carroll, and Councilmembers
Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Pontanilla, and White.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of revised resolution and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Ornellas, we appreciate your presence. Ms. Teshima,
Mr. Buck, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Could I just ask that you include in your Committee Report a strong
message to the Administration that we would like to see some cooperation between the neighbors
and the VFW on the rules, and that we get a good set of rules that everybody can agree on?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. We'll make sure that that's well documented in the report.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Let us move on to Policy Item 44. You know what, Members, let's take a
short, ten-minute recess. Then we just wrap up the remainder of the agenda. Ten-minute recess.
. . .(gavel). . .

RECESS: 10:18 a.m.
RECONVENE: 10:33 a.m.
CHAIR HOKAMA: . . . (gavel). . . Policy Committee shall return to order.

ITEM POL-44: DISPOSAL OF STRUCTURES AT KAPUKKULUA (FORMERLY
KNOWN AS MONTANA BEACH) (PAIA) (CC 12-45)
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, let us move to Policy Item 44. Policy Item 44 is under the heading,
Disposal of Structures at Kapuka'ulua (Formerly Known as Montana Beach) (Paia). We have a
proposed resolution.. .or revised resolution from Mayor Arakawa, Communication 12-45. And
also dated July 5th, he sent a proposed resolution authorizing the disposal of structures at site
formerly known as Montana Beach, Paia, Maui, Hawaii, subject to Section 3.44.020 of the Maui
County Code. Now let me give you some historical, Members. At our meeting of June 26, 2012,
the Committee made a decision to pass this out of Committee. And then your Chair was
informed of some issues regarding what is the term "dispose of' in the resolution, and therefore
we are back with this item for re-review and comment from the departments. And then it'll be
the Chair's intent to pass this out to Council at the end of this process. So first thing's first, since
it was voted eight—zero with only Mr. White "excused", the Chair is open to a motion for
reconsideration of Policy Item 44. Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion made by Mr. Carroll, seconded by Ms. Baisa for reconsideration of
Policy Item 44. Any discussion? Having none, all in favor of the motion, please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say, "no". Motion passes with six "ayes"; three "excused", Mr. Mateo,
Mr. Victorino, and Mr. White.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Hokama, Vice-Chair Carroll, and Councilmembers
Baisa, Cochran, Couch, and Pontanilla.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Mateo, Victorino, and White.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: APPROVE reconsideration.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Now that we have this back before us, I will ask whoever would like to
start, Mr. Ueoka, you wanna start or Mr. Agsalog or Mr. Buck regarding the language of the
resolution and it's.. .our understanding of the "disposal" definition?
MR. UEOKA: I believe "dispose of' would be what...I guess subject to the terms of the settlement
agreement, whatever comes in from the...at the bids for our people's proposal as to what they
intend to do with the structures located on the property. So we wanted to leave the term "dispose
of' rather broad so to leave the door open for different I guess proposals that come in from the
public. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I'm sure we're all crystal clear on that. Mr. Agsalog, do you have any
comments you can...you wish to share with the Committee this morning on this item, please?
MR. AGSALOG: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And...but first of all, I'd like to congratulate you for your
successful bid for the second vice for the National Association of Counties. I'm very proud that
we have a representative from the County of Maui that represent us in the national. So again,
Mr. Chair, congratulations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, as you know, our objective when we came in for...on this
Mayor Arakawa's second term is to take care of these liabilities that we have. And our goal right
now is to see if we can dispose it. And I really appreciate the discussion that we had last time.
And whatever the conditions that you would allow me to do to dispose this, since I'll be the one
that spearheading the disposal, once you give me the authorization, we would try to dispose this
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as the lesser cost for the County, that I can assure you that we can do. So if there any.. .there's
any concern as far as our original request which I know we have amended it, you asked me on
the amendment to report to you as far as how the disposal went and all that I...we are willing to
do that. I just need the authorization to dispose, and if you give me some guidelines how to do it,
Mr. Chair, I'd be more than happy to implement that. But I can assure this Committee that the
disposal would be to the advantage of the County. We will ensure that, that whatever method
that is best for us to do, we'll explore that first. As we have discussed in past meetings with my
taskforce also, we considered having public auctions. But if that doesn't work in advantage of
the County, I would like to see other methods of disposal including negotiation or sealed bid and
all that. So that is where our position right now, Mr. Chair, just to be able to accomplish this
task. I know you have seen this in your past term here in the Council and it's still with us, and I
think this is the opportune time for us to finally put this to rest. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Ueoka, before the Committee ask their questions, we've
heard the Finance Director just give us his comments, can this Committee give its authority as
the Code currently is structured to consider sealed bids or other negotiated options regarding the
disposal of this property?
MR. UEOKA: Under 3.44, you know, there is the allow auction sealed bids, negotiation or all the—I
don't think an exchange is appropriate here—are allowed under 3.44 subject to, I believe,
Council approval.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And I just bring this up because the County.. .the Committee is aware on
the...Page 2 of the proposed resolution, Mr. Ueoka, that through the resolved clauses we state
that 3.44.020 approves the disposal by public auction. Number 2, we hereby are considering
authorizing the Mayor to dispose of by public auction. So are we gonna need to revise this
revision again for...to allow the Director liability of negotiations or sealed bids?
MR. UEOKA: I believe we would reference Sections 3.44.040 and -050 which are Sealed Bids and
Negotiations, in the "be it resolved" section.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I'll ask the Members if they have any comments. Members, comments?
You've heard what Mr. Agsalog mentioned, but the way I read the current proposed resolution,
we've kinda made it only for public auction. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: If I understand what I'm hearing, the Finance Director is saying that he
would like to have this as broad as possible so he has as many options as possible.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And he also made a comment that is salient and that was, at the least
possible cost to the County.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: 'Cause earlier today I was having a conversation with somebody about
today's meeting and they asked, well we had heard that some nonprofit wanted it, but they
wanted the County to demolish and take it. And I don't think that I think that's the reason why
it didn't happen -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --was because it would've been a substantial cost to do that. So I think
what I'm hearing is he's saying, you know, just give me the option to look at everything and the
thing that will cost the County the least, whether it's money or grief, but we need to get this
done. I mean, to me, the grief's long enough.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I really wanna see this consummated, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So do I.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So I'm willing to, you know, do that as long as it's legal for us to do
that.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Yeah, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And I'm hearing from Mr. Ueoka, it probably is.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any other comments? Mr. Carroll, any comments on this area?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: No. I think I'll wait for the Chair's recommendation.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Okay. Ms. Cochran, any thoughts?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So public auction and bids and all that, I mean those are two
different things, completely.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, so we're gonna need to.. .we're gonna amend what the resolved clause to
allow for other options that the Code will permit the Director to consider to get the best possible
cost and price for the County.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And in one, I think, I believe one of your submittals,
Mr. Chair, in regards to the term "disposal of structures" there's needed clarification there as in
we can, you know, put it somewhere else or...are we still in "dismantled" and "demolished"
terms need to be --
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --further clarified here still?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The way I understand it, Ms. Cochran—and Mr. Ueoka worked very hard on this
with Ms. Nakata—the key to the disposition on our part is that we need to fulfill the agreement
we've struck with the Hollands. That is the legal document that's kinda driving how we do
everything because we've entered into this settlement agreement and it needs to be by the terms
of that Holland agreement first. And then as regards to the County Code, is the parameters that
Mr. Agsalog will have to work with, with Corporation Counsel satisfying Holland's requirements
of how we dispose and then the Code on the method and options of that disposal. Is that correct,
Mr. Ueoka?
MR. UEOKA: Absolutely, Chair. You hit it right on the head.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Couch, any thoughts? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: No, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Then we're gonna need to revise the resolution. So the key is, would you
like us to revise it, push it out and make that call at Council; or would you like us to revise it and
defer this item and then do another meeting?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Move ahead.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You guys willing to move ahead?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I am.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I'm willing.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Move ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Then the Chair will have a motion. One.. .you going understand what we're
gonna do, right, Kirstin? Committee then, the Chair would be recommending that the
Committee recommend to Council, adoption of a revised resolution entitled, Authorizing the
- 35 -
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Disposal of Structures at Kapuka'ulua (Formerly Known as Montana Beach) Located in Paia,
Maui, Hawaii, Pursuant to Section 3.44 [sic], Maui County Code. You know, you check that
section, please too, yeah, that -020 that it would still be appropriate to be left in the title of the
resolution. And that we'll make those adjustments to allow the Finance Director the ability to
utilize, also, that the Code permits, negotiations or sealed bids and all other non-substantive
changes that the Staff may need to.. .Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion and a second. And are we filing this item, Staff? I knew you guys
were on it. We're filing this item, Policy 44 for once and for all. Okay. Any further discussion,
Members? If not, all in favor of the motion, please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say, "no". Motion is carried with seven "ayes"; two "noes"... .two
"excused", I'm sorry, Mr. Mateo and Mr. Victorino. And I apologize for not recognizing
Mr. White earlier, prior to the vote. Thank you.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Hokama, Vice-Chair Carroll, and Councilmembers
Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Pontanilla, and White.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Mateo and Victorino.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending ADOPTION of revised resolution and FILING of
communication.
ITEM POL-3(5): HAWAII STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES ("HSAC") (2013 HSAC
LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE) (CC 11-32, CC 12-144)
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ITEM POL-4(2): MAUI COUNTY LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE (2013 MAUI COUNTY
LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE) (CC 11 33)
-

CHAIR HOKAMA: Gentlemen, thank you very much.
MR. BUCK: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, we have two last items, and the Chair will allow some discussion to go
between both Policy 3(5) and 4(2) since there may be some overlapping. But the key, Members,
for us today is the Policy 3(5) which is under the heading of HSAC and the 2013 Legislative
Package. Part of the reasons why we're meeting today, Members, is that we have been tasked
with a current deadline of August 31 st that the Council to make a decision to inform HSAC of
Maui County's issues and recommendations for the upcoming legislative term on what we would
like to see considered at the State Legislature. For this to be accomplished, more than likely the
Council will need to discharge this Committee at its tentative meeting of August 21, 2012 or
whichever date Chairman Mateo will pick for us. And this is the key one there. We have, in the
past, continuously fought for the uncontested fmes and that those fees would be paid back to the
County since the State basically does not do any additional work such as a contested case, and
that the County should receive those as fees to supplement its departments in regarding these
areas of enforcement and protection. So in that, I'll ask Mr. Pontanilla, as our HSAC Executive
Member, if he would have some comments on what he would like the Committee to consider this
morning.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know, I've had one issue for the last nine-and-a-half years
in regards to 20111 processes. And, you know, I continue to advocate for that because of the way
we do our process here in Maui County. You know, I feel still 45 days is not enough, 90 days is
too long, you know, coming from the Legislature so there is a compromise of 60 days; I can live
with that. And Members, you know, this request is actually for all of us to introduce legislations
that we wanna see in the State Legislature for next year's session. There are a number that hasn't
gone through the past legislation. And I'm sure some of 'ern is gonna be coming back again.
And the one that Chairman Hokama had recently told us this morning is one that, you know, can
help the County in regards to our financial.. .well all of the counties' financial situation. We do
the job, State get the money, but it's about time that some of that money come back to the
Counties. So I urge, Members, if you have any burning desire to change some of the ordinances
or laws that we have, please submit it by the deadline. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. And while we did not post a specific for this, so it doesn't stray
too far if we do... if you folks have some short comments regarding HSAC and the ability to
achieve and then the subject comes up regarding a potential HSAC executive director, then tie it
in and the Chair will allow you to share those comments. Because it...that has been brought
before the Committee as maybe a additional resource to help get HSAC matters more focused
and advocated for more strongly at the Capital. There's pros and cons of that, other states have
their state execs. We don't since we're a small state with only four counties, but that may be
something that we may wanna change in the past. I can tell you that when we did have a specific
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Maui presence with a person there regularly for the County, I thought we did pretty well. They
knew of our positions, we got information back quite quickly, and then we got our verbal
comments back to the appropriate chairs in a way that we had constant communication. So that's
something to think about. I'm not advocating one way or another for that position at this time.
But for the HSAC, please think of terms that all four counties could be supportive of, and that it's
just not a Maui issue. That I think we will put under the Maui County package that just is
basically our own home issue.. .home-rule issue. Any thoughts, Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Not at this time, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa, anything you might...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: When I read the agenda, I didn't realize we might be talking about, you
know, possible things to think about. But I just wanna remind everybody, when we were in the
Budget decision, that I had brought up the issue that I tried to pass already at Democratic
convention. And I got it passed, both at County and at State convention, but it never went
anywhere and I'd like to see it become part of the HSAC package. Is to use some of the revenue
from alcohol sales to be used for education or treatment programs. 'Cause I think that's a big
part of money that they should be helping out. You cause the problem, you help us fix it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, you've been advocating for years, I know. I know that so, yeah, that's a very
good one for us to consider. Thank you. Mr. Carroll, anything?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Just that last year we submitted...I submitted to the Legislature concerning
timeshares, and it couldn't go anywhere because it needs the okay of all the counties in order for
it to pass. So it wasn't heard and I hope to enter that again and hopefully the other counties will
agree to it. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. What I will ask is, I'll send out a memo to all the Committee Members
asking for your thoughts. And we'll set a reasonable deadline and then post another
meeting so we can have discussion and see what we can come to agreement on to move forward
to the other counties for HSAC consideration. Okay. So unless there's anything else on HSAC,
I'm gonna defer...Mr. White, I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No problem. Chair, I'd like to hear your thoughts on moving ahead
with an HSAC executive director. I know that there have been discussions in the past. And I
guess my concern stems from the fact that we've heard that the HSAC bills never get anywhere.
And I think your.. .the comments you just made about the successes that we had as Maui County
when we had somebody there watching over legislation that we were interested in just reminds
us that in order to be.. .to be effective there, you have to have somebody there lobbying --
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CHAIR HOICAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --on your behalf. And it's not just, you know, those of us who can go
down there from time to time. And I know you've got great relationships with many of the
senators, and yet it's necessary to have somebody there watching these bills -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --listening to the talk in the offices and really shepherding them through
and explaining the reasons why we feel these bills are important. So love to hear your
thoughts on if and when you think establishing an executive director position might work and
whether there have been any discussions on how that process would proceed with selection of an
executive director and whether or not the neighbor islands would have enough pull to have an
executive director that's focused not just on Oahu, but more focused on the neighbor islands.
And I say that because Oahu is already there, they can drive to the Capital. So to me, an
executive director, if the costs are gonna be evenly shared, should be focused more on neighbor
island concerns than those of Oahu county...or the City and County of Honolulu because they
can...they've got a lot more close proximity and a lot more power there to begin with.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Quickly, so... and to be... and to stay within our agenda I mean general, I would
say, Members, currently the way HSAC is structured, unless all four counties agree, nothing
moves forward. So the ED would need to give every county its appropriate and fair amount of
attention and take direction from each county since one member, you know, blackballs the
position. So I would say that every county would have some very good oversight over
the.. .whoever is executive director. I think some of the key things the County.. .our Council
would need to be concerned about is, is this going to be a full-time director? If not, what other
clients would that potential person have and does it serve to our advantage to have a person with
multiple clientele that may not be in our interest regarding some of their other legislations that
they gonna have to advocate for? You know, potentially like Ms. Baisa's thing to get educational
monies from alcohol sales. While that person may have had or maybe asked to consider
representing the liquor industry and say, fight that issue 'cause we don't wanna pay more in fees
and whatnot that the County wants for their education so conflict of interest. And again, you
know, if we move forward and we say full-time then, you know, how we gonna pay? Each
county gonna pay, you know, its fair share? Big Island...Kauai might say, we're the smallest
guy, Honolulu should pay twice what we pay. Although it's interesting, they did pick to have
their own lobbyist to just lobby their issues so, you know, they found out the effort there. But it's
something to think about, Members. And the last one I want you to think about also and
regarding this in general is you look at the age of our Congressional Delegation. We loss
Senator Akaka through retirement. If we do lose Senator Inouye shortly to retirement and by his
own choosing, we're gonna be very low on the influence ladder in Washington D.C. And there
may be a need for us to have an ED for HSAC or for this County to have a firm to represent our
interest that can...and has shown to be able to be successful for County issues. And there's those
firms out there, we all...know...are aware of those firms. But there's things we're gonna need to
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think about sooner than later in preparation of how we're gonna prepare for us to be successful to
adjust laws that will be to this County's benefit. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just wanted to, not advocate either way, but share a little bit of
experience with a statewide lobbying kind of effort. The community action agencies, there's
four in the State of Hawaii just like the four counties. And so you have Maui Economic
Opportunity, Kauai Economic Opportunity, Honolulu Community Action and Hawaii County
Economic Opportunity Council. And we had a organization of all of that called the Hawaii
Association of Cap Directors [sic] or HCAPDA. And it was very important of course to do
lobbying at the State Legislature. And four of us being.. .operating our own stuff, we couldn't be
there. But at one point in the history of HCAPDA, we did have an office in Honolulu. And I
don't know if you remember Buzz Gilbert and Sandy Doi, and we had a director and a staff
person. And so they were on site in Honolulu being able to go to Legislature for us. And I
thought that worked very well because, you know, they were right there on site. The other...on
the national level, we've always worked more or less, even though we have a national
organization and hired the firm of Lee Foley and David Bradley, and they've been lobbying for
as long as I can remember. And what you mentioned is really important because I was involved
in the National Farm Workers Association, the National Head Start Association, the National
Association of Community Action Agencies, and we all used the Bradley firm. And sometimes,
we used to feel like because Head Start was the largest agency with the most money, that they
got the most attention. You know, we got our share, and David Bradley brought home the
money. He's really on it and Lee Foley is.. .they're incredible. But, you know, again if they're
representing too many interests, they will tend to spend a lot of time on the folks who pay them
the most money. These people are highly paid and they're very skilled and they have
tremendous relationships on the Hill, and I imagine in the Legislature it's the same thing, that he
who pays the most gets the most attention. So these are not, you know, cheap things to do. And
I think possibly, you know, a full-time director, we gotta look at the cost.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And would it be cheaper instead of having a full-time director to hire a
prestigious law firm.. .lobbying firm and just pay that when we need them. So I think it's a big
discussion, Chair, that needs to be held. But I've been down the road with this, I have a little bit
of experience. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Now, other thing I would like you guys to keep in mind if we can, you
know, recommend next year for...support a lobbyist to represent HSAC. One advantage that I
had found should we wanna move to an executive director of the association, is the ability of that
person whoever it may be to also raise what I would call auxiliary revenue. It's not...that's just
like government funds, but it's through our participation with whether it be U.S. Communities
Program, Financial Services Programs of NACo, that this association can get additional revenues
by having 100 percent State participate in the job prescription program something new that
Gladys and I got caught at the.. .this past conference was for the dentistry I think component of
the discount program that our community might be beneficiary of so just something to think
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about. The association can advocate stronger, we can get additional non-County taxpayers
revenues to help put forth our agenda so something for us to think about, Members. We won't
decide it today, but there's advantages and disadvantages and of course being...coming from
Maui, we always want our issue to be first. So I understand that. Anything else?
Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know, attending HSAC meetings the past year,
it has been a hot topic. And like you said there's, you know, pros and cons and how do we create
this executive director's position; and again, cost is a big issue. And what you mentioned about
in regards to what island or what county is gonna be of priority. You know, we provide
legislation to the.. .to HSAC. And, you know, it becomes such that, yeah, good to have the
lobbyist lobbying for us because we saw it with former Councilmember Kane. In fact, he took
some of our HSAC packages and he ran with it. So, you know, like Member Baisa had said,
maybe look at a lobbying firm, a good lobbying firm to lobby for HSAC. But again, you know,
it's up for discussion. And on Oahu, City and County, you know, they did
several.. .Nestor Garcia and Mark Segami had done some talk to the different councils: Hawaii
Council as well as Kauai County Council in regards to the pros and cons of a manager for
HSAC. So we can have them come over here and kinda provide us with an overview how this
thing can work. But it's, again, money's the issue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Money's the biggest issue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Maybe if you can ask for...on our behalf, Mr. Pontanilla, that at least once a year,
so could be almost like one quarter, that the Executive Committee goes to every county and
allow that county's members to sit in an HSAC executive meeting. Because it's under the
HSAC
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --you know, agenda bring up some of these items and then our Members can
participate in that manner. And would be I think good for the.. .our sister counties to come and
see Maui once a year. You know, go to Kauai once a year, go to Big Island and allow those
members to get more active so that we can move HSAC forward, also.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: One of the comments they always make to us on Maui County is
that how come you guys so good?
CHAIR HOKAMA: We get Members who work hard, as all I would say.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Okay, Members, anything else for HSAC or the Maui County
Legislative Package? If not, the Chair's intent is to defer both items, no objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: DAM, MPV).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Members.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We finished the agenda for today. So thank you for your presence. Policy
Committee meeting is hereby adjourned. . . . (gavel). . .
ADJOURN: 11:08 a.m.
APPROVED:

G. RIKI HOKAMA, Chair
Policy Committee
pol:min:120725
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